MORE PEOPLE LOOK INTO YOUR GARAGE
THAN ANY OTHER ROOM IN YOUR HOME!
This durable seamless product transforms your
garage into a showroom for your vehicle in just minutes!

The tough PVC non-porous surface has been
specially formulated to protect against oil,
antifreeze, salt, and common contaminates found on
garage and shop floors.

Unique rib construction channels
liquids away and controls debris.
Ribs provide a slip-resistant walking
surface around the vehicle.

Why should you use Roll-Out Garage Flooring instead of epoxy coatings?
1) Easier Installation
The preparation for painting an epoxy coated floor can be intensive- potentially lasting a period of days. Even then,
there is no guarantee the coating will stick. Painting a garage floor involves many variables such as prep-time,
humidity, temperature, dry-time, and the skill to do it. Yes, there are so called "Do-It-Yourself" Epoxy kits. However,
properly painting a garage floor requires skill that does not come in a kit. And even if one has the skill, the numerous
steps required for a quality garage floor paint job such as degreasing, etching, taping, drying and etc. make painting
a garage floor less than practical. With Roll-Out Garage Flooring, simply unroll onto the garage floor and trim
the edges with a utility knife.

2) Lower Cost
A quality professional coating company will likely charge anwhere from $5 to $15 a square foot in labor fees alone.
Garage floor tile solutions will cost $4 to $6 per square foot for the tile alone—plus hourly labor charges for proper
installation. With Roll-Out Garage Flooring, material costs will be lower and labor costs will be eliminated.

3) Longer-term Durability
Once painted or tiled, these garage floor coverings are subject to chipping, peeling, cracking, scratches and hot-tire
pickup. These normal "wear and tear" realities can lead to the reapplication of the paint or tile within a matter of
years. Roll-Out Garage Flooring has been manufactured from tough, specially formulated, polyvinyl material that will
beautify in minutes and last for years.

